
This is the part we've all been waiting for: your store! It's the most tangible part of your business. You're
now ready to create the abundance you know you deserve. 

The intention we set for this guide is to make this process super easy for you, even if you rarely sit in
front of a computer!  Just print this page, and fill it out by hand before you get into your dashboard, or
meet our support team (in case you scheduled a set-up call). 

It's very important that you are very clear on your offering before you sit down to set up any product
inside the store. This will save you tons of time, and if questions come up, it will be easier and faster to
get a response from our support team. Think of this as a hand-in-hand session to building your online
business offers. 

Ready? Here we go!  

Hi, Soulpreneur!

Select the type of product. 

Part 1  - Prepping your form - you'll do this process for each product individually. 

This is the fun part!  
We've created a questionnaire corresponding to each step of the form you'll find in your dashboard.
Answer the question in the box by hand, then go to part 2. 

1.
Here in the Flowation Storefront, we work with seven different kinds of products and services. 
- Free or Fixed price product. This is likely the one you'll use the most. These are both physical or digital
products that your clients will purchase one time from you, on a single payment, and will consume on
their own, without your intervention. Examples include books, courses, recorded masterclasses,
audiobooks, crystals, essences, card decks, and others. 

- Product that has a  Price Range or Type / Size Variation. This type of product is similar to the one
before, but the price may change according to variations in the product format, type, or size. Applies only
for physical products. For example, if you have a necklace or t-shirt that comes in different sizes and/or
colors, this is the category you'll choose.  
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- Products or services that I'm an affiliate for. If you offer products or services as an affiliate for other
soulpreneur or brand, you can sell them in your store. The store will serve as a portal for the offering and
you can redirect your clients to your affiliate link. 

- Free or Fixed price Subscription / Membership. If you have a membership in which people will pay the
same price every time period (month, week, year) this is the category you select. Subscription boxes,
membership communities, and courses fall into this category. 

- Variable subscription. This type of product is similar to the one before, but the price may change
according to variations in the subscription. You can have different tiers of subscribers that get different
treatment or products. For example, Gold, V.I.P., etc. 

- Service appointments and classes - use our calendar service. If you like working one-on-one sessions,
or if you teach live classes like yoga and meditation, you can offer them as a product in your store. Your
clients will book using our calendar service. 

- Product Bundle. Here you can group as many of your products as you want and create a bundle. You
must add each individual product to the store first. 

Now that you know the types of products and services available in the store, what's your product's type?

2. Select the option: physical or virtual product. 
In this part of the form, you'll select "catalog" for physical products or "virtual" for digital products and
online services (sessions and classes). When a service is classified as "catalog" means you'll provide it live
in your office, classroom, or studio. 

3. Product title.
Choose the display name of your product or service. We suggest you use keywords your clients are likely
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What problems does this product help your clients solve? What issues are they facing?
What kind of results will they achieve? What benefits will they get from the product?
How will their life be after using this product (taking this course, reading this book)?
What will they experience using the product? (calm, freedom, cozy comfort - in case of a T-shirt)

to write in the search bar. You can be as creative as you want with your product name, but make it easy
for your clients to find you. For example, "Loving Awareness - mindfulness course for parents" or "Chakra
Healing at Home- crystal set".  Try to keep it short and sweet. So, what's your product title? 

4. Short description.
This one is a short, to-the-point description of your product's features. What can people expect when
they buy this product or service? What exactly are you delivering?

5. Product description. 
This is the information people will read before deciding if this product is for them, so you should take
care of your copy. Be clear and specific, focusing on the benefits. You can use these questions as
guidelines for your product description.  

Use your own voice to describe the product, make it authentic! 
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6. Product image.
Select an eye-catching image for your product! First impressions are important, no matter what other
people say. Especially while selling online. This is the only way your clients have to "see" what they're
buying, so the image should reflect the quality and love you put into everything you do! Take good
pictures with quality lighting. Most cell phones have good quality cameras you can adjust to make them
look even brighter and better! To create a beautiful image for your digital product we recommend using
Canva. 

You'll add two versions of your product image that vary in size. 

7. Inventory, (Applicable for physical products)
How many items are available to sell? This is what we call your stock. All products that aren't available
to deliver immediately, but that will be manufactured in the short term are called backorder. If there's
no availability, then it's out of stock.

8. Shipping. (Applicable for physical products)
Specify the weight and dimensions of your product. 

How long will it take you to ship it? (Order processing time)

9. Attributes and variations. (Applicable for variable physical products).
If your product has different attributes that may vary (color and size are the most common example),
then you must specify and set that up. When setting up your product, you'll first specify the attribute
(Size), and then the variation (XL, L, M, S). 
What attributes and variations does your product have?

Up until this part, you decided the basics for your product to show up in the store. The following
options will depend on your type of product or service. Fill out only the ones that apply to yours. 
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10. Links.
Experts say the hardest part of selling is getting people to buy from you the first time. That's overcoming
the trust barrier. Then, you can offer one thing more, and it's very likely they'll buy. You can do up-sells
(offering a higher-end product), cross-sells (offering a complementary product), or bundle-sells (group of
products that usually go together. Configure them here. Keep in mind you'll need to upload all the other
products your offering. 
Do you want any up-sells or cross-sells to go with your product? Which other products do you want to
link to this offer? 

11. Deposits.
Will you offer your clients some sort of payment plan? If so, is there an initial deposit required? How
many payments will you allow and how much is each one? 
You'll configure this here. If you leave this space blank in your product configuration the system will
allow no deposits and ask for up-front payment. 

 

12. Policies.
Here you'll specify whichever policies you decide to apply to your offers. 
What are your shipping policies? Do you offer refunds? What are your cancellation, exchange, or return
policies? Specify them in detail. 
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13. Affiliate commissions. 
Will you invite affiliates to sell your products and services? Here's where you'll specify your commission
settings. You can choose to go with our global commission set up, or personalize your own.   
How will you estimate your affiliate commissions? By percentage, or fixed amount? Define your policies
here. 

That's all! 
It wasn't all that complicated, was it? Now let's run a second checkup just to make sure you're not
forgetting anything.

Part 2 - Checkup list.   
Tick the boxes when completed. 

You selected your type of product.

You decided on a name for your product. 

You created a short and detailed description of your product. 

You created a beautiful, descriptive image for your product. 

You are clear on the size of the inventory you'll manage and offer. 

You are clear on how you'll ship your products and the time it'll take. 

You've established the attributes and variations of your products.
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You created and linked other products in your store for up-sell, cross-sell, or bundles.

You established alternative payment methods and their requirements (optional).

You defined conditions for those who want to become affiliates to your products. 

 

All set? Great! 
Now let's move to set up that product in your storefront!

 

 Go to flowation.com/login and log into your account. 
 You'll see your Account Dashboard. Go to My Dashboards - Store Dashboard.

Part 3 - Getting to your listing set-up form. 

1.
2.
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    3. Click on "My Offers" and "Add a new product."

    

4. You'll see the product creation page.

5. Fill out the form spaces with your information and details from Part 1. 
AND YOU'RE DONE!!!! Ready to grow and Flow!

Need help setting up your store? Go here. 
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